
Personalization
At global round t and local step r with R steps per round, the output of the 
personalized model for the i-th client is

hi
t, hloc,i

t, hglob
t are the output of personalized, local, global model at round t, 

respectively.
αi is associated with the diversity of the local model and the global model. 
Higher αi means more personalization on the i-th client. 
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Federated graph learning has recently raised great interest which trains graph 
neural networks at local clients to reduce privacy risks and computation cost, 
with applications ranging from fake news detection in social networks to 
anomaly detection in sensor networks.
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Personalized Federated Learning with 
Variance Reduction

However, one major challenge of federated training on graphs is that many 
clients have little local data, which makes statistical heterogeneity - clients' 
data is not identically and independently distributed (IID) a challenge.

● We propose APFLGate, a personalized federated training method with 
variance reduction to avoid overfitting and have better generalization 
performance.

Figure 1: Example of the Federated learning flow for the graph classification and link prediction

Figure 2: Train Loss (left) and Test ROC-AUC (right) on the Graph Classification Task for 16 Clients

● The variance reduction parameter τ controls the convergence of the 
algorithm and the personalization parameter α controls the performance 
of the model. 

● The tradeoff between personalization and variance reduction has a large 
impact on when the model converges and its performance, as shown in 
Table 1 and Table 2. 

● Experiments with α=1 converge faster but the experiments with   τ = 10 
have higher performance.

where di
r is the local gradient of client i at step r, wt is the weights of the global 

model and wj
t is the model of client i at step t, 𝛿 is the gradient tracking 

parameter, τ is the variance reduction parameter, ŋ and γ are learning rates. 

The local gradient tracking term 𝛿i ensures that each client i uses an estimate 
of the global gradient direction to locally update its model, which reduces the 
variance among clients. The variance reduction parameter τ controls the 
amount of gradient tracking. Lower τ means more gradient tracking, which 
leads to lower variance among clients.

Lack of data leads to poor generalization of personalized models due to 
overfitting to local training data.

Variance Reduction
Reducing the variance in the gradient updates at different clients, can force 
the local gradients to be more close to the global gradient to prevents 
overfitting and speed up training.
The variance reduction updates of client i are given by

Tradeoff between Personalization and Variance Reduction

By balancing the personalization and variance reduction, APFLGate 
performs better than both APFL and FedGate on graph classification 
and link prediction.

Datasets
We use the molecule network dataset BBBP for graph classification and the 
recommender system dataset ciao for link prediction.

Training Speed and AUC-ROC
As shown in Figure 2, APFL overfits very easily and adding a variance 
reduction technique helps prevent overfitting and improves performance.

Table 1: Test ROC-AUC of Methods on the Graph Classification Task for 16 Clients

Table 2: Test MAE of Methods on the Link Prediction task for 28 Clients


